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About This Game

Deep in the heart of an enchanted forest, a forbidden love blooms. Eveline and Aurelio are not of the same people, but their
love is pure and has the power to bring peace to a divided world. Then Aurelio's own - a race of werecats who can take human

form - kidnap him and plan his execution. Guide the human Eveline as she sets out to rescue her beloved from the clutches of a
tyrant, learns the truth about magic and discovers her extraordinary destiny!

With each step through the ambitious Forest Legends: The Call of Love, you will explore a world teeming with stunning visual
detail and mesmerizing sounds and music. From a dancing scarecrow, to a trapped pixie, to a healer with a secret, you will also
meet and interact with a host of intriguing characters. And you will solve dozens of cunning puzzles as you find and figure out
how to use countless objects. Epic in scope and exploring themes of love and belief, Forest Legends will captivate you from

beginning to end. Can you hear the call?

The Collector's Edition of Forest Legends: The Call of Love features a bonus chapter that reveals more of the main game's
elaborate back-story, downloadable music, concept art and desktop wallpapers.
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Title: Forest Legends: The Call of Love Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alawar Stargaze
Publisher:
Alawar Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2.5 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,German,Dutch,Polish,Russian
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forest legends the call of love collector's edition walkthrough. forest legends the call of love collector's edition free download.
forest legends the call of love collector's edition

I bought Forest Legends: The Call of Love in a hidden object bundle while on sale.

First, it should be noted this is not a HOG and there are no hidden object puzzles. It is a beautiful point and click adventure with
many different mini games.

Second, there is a bug in one of the mini games near the end that causes the game to crash - I ran into the bug twice, despite
having uninstalled and reinstalled the game, verified my game files, and created a new profile for my second play through. Re-
opening the game thankfully brought me back to where I left off and I skipped the game to continue with the story. As there are
no achievements, there are no penalties for skipping the game, but it's still a bit of a bummer and I usually don't like to
recommend games with bugs that affect game play.

However, I do recommend this game if you think you can forgive the bug, because it is so beautiful and the story is so
imaginative. It involves travelling through fairy-tale-like lands and finding ingredients to create potions in order to advance the
story. Although chopping, grating, grinding, and distilling ingredients got tedious towards the end, it was a great interactive
twist. Another reason I recommend this game is because the bonus chapter adds to the story by acting as a prequel and is an
interesting little adventure in itself.

Maybe look out for it on sale if you're a fan of magic and fairy tale fantasy.. In Forest Legends: The Call of Love you play the
human Eveline as she sets out to rescue her captured lover...who is a giant cat man who sounds like Puss in Boots from Shrek.
Loved the story and world building in this game. However, towards the end the story gets extremely rushed and the way the
ending was done felt a little unsatisfying to me. Despite this I really enjoyed Forest Legends and would recommend it to fans of
point and click puzzle games.
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New update - June 8, 2016:

Changed. New update - 20 January, 2019:
1) Added indication of terrain passability for vehicles.
2) After changing the profile, the game automatically reloads the settings.
3) Fixed a bug with incorrect definition of the window size when running on a non-main monitor in a multi-monitor
configuration.
4) Added winter camouflage on the Tiger tank.
5) Fixed a bug with imposition of a wrong texture on the Land Rover wreck.
6) For inactive enemy units, no information is displayed in the statistics.
7) Limited displaying of information about the enemy BG/platoon in the operational phase.
8) Reduced the speed and changed the algorithm of the command level growth.
9) Fixed a bug with the T-26 mod 40 tank, leading to a CTD.
. New update - January 6, 2018:
1) Fixed a bug with an incorrectly determined size of battlefield in the close engagement mode.
2) Fixed a bug with displaying of unavailable captured vehicles in the forces list in the close engagement mode.
3) Added predefined locations in all battlefields for the close engagement mode.
4) Added operations with battlegroups to the “Croatian Legion” DLC.
5) The load previously saved game button in quick and close engagement battle made separate in the main menu.
6) Updated the battlefield in the Oskol river area.
7) Added the priority of motorization setting in the close engagement mode.. New update - January 4, 2018:
1) Fixed a bug with weapons of the German flamethrower operators.
2) Switching between units in the camera lock mode, without switching off the lock.
3) Added switching between platoons with LMB in the quick battle editor in the platoon properties editing mode.
4) Added a detached pack flamethrowers company in the quick battle organizational structure for Red Army.
5) Removed duplication of names and last names of commanders (artillery spotters and trucks) in quick battle.
6) Added a simplified close engagement mode (button in the main menu) for beginners.. New expansion Tielieketi Incident:

In the summer of 1969 the situation worsened significantly in the Kazakhstan sector of the Soviet-Chinese border, defended by
the Uch-Aral border guard detachment (near Dzhungar Gates area). On August 12, border guards at observation posts of the
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"Rodnikovaya" and "Zhalanashkol" outposts (BOPs) spotted movement of individual groups of PLA soldiers on the Chinese
side of the border. General-Lieutenant Merkulov, the Chief of the Eastern border guard district, suggested the Chinese side to
have a meeting to discuss the situation, but there was no answer.

On August 13 night, using favorable terrain, the Chinese covertly concentrated a group of up to 30 soldiers on their territory
near the border opposite ht. "Kamennaya". Two more groups of 30 people each were stationed on the flanks of the disputed
area: one - opposite 39th, and the other - opposite 40th border marks, and the reserve group of up to 60 people - at the BOP
"Terekty".

Two operations for the USSR border guard and the People's Liberation Army depicting a most realistic version of
events.

One operation for the PLA showing the Chinese version of events.

Precisely recreated area near Zhalanashkol lake on the Soviet-Chinese border, 36 sq.km wide.

Historical organizational structure of units at the time of the incident.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/876450/Graviteam_Tactics_Tielieketi_Incident/. New update - July 19, 2017:
1) Fixed a bug with particle sorting for special effects.
2) Added user manuals to the docs\support folder.
3) Fixed a bug with frequent bailing out of tanks when a track is broken.. New update - March 29, 2016:

Added. Hotfix - July 9, 2016:
Fixed problems with launching the game and player profile on some systems.. New update - June 28, 2016:

Added. First update - March 2016:

Added
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